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Welcome!

Welcome to Life Response Magazine.

We have so many wonders to share with you!

Content that can help you understand how to reach

the pinnacles of success and inner fulfillment by

attracting sudden good fortune from out of thin air.

Please browse the table of contents that follows to

discover the wide variety of interesting topics on the

miraculous phenomenon of Life Response.

In particular, consider the two main themes presented

in this issue: “State of Beingness” and “Changing

Habit, the Routine.”

May this Knowledge lift you to the stars!

-Roy Posner, Cofounder, Author
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An American businessman who
promised an Indian fertilizer
company a 70 crore loan from a
bank, met the Bank of America
officers in 1972. In those times, these
were novel ideas but he was
determined to call at as many banks
as necessary. Bank of America said
that only 2 days earlier they had
opened their South-East Asian
fertilizer division! It was a startling
response from Life.

In pursuit of an important work, we
want to meet a friend whom we
have not met for a few years. On
leaving our house, in a pleasant
surprise, he enters our house. Life is
full of such strange events. Literature
too is teeming with such incidents.

History has the same character. I call
this phenomenon of ready help
coming in an inconceivable fashion
'Life Response'. "Thank God, you
have come," we exclaim. We also
feel we are in luck. We are right.

But this is not the caprice of Life.
There is a law behind such
occurrences. Some half a dozen
such events described in detail and
the laws underlying explained will
make it clear that such phenomena
follow their own rules. One who
knows such rules will always discern
how such events come to pass.
There is more.

Should one not submit to life, but
rise above the social average and
evoke the Spirit, he can make Life
Respond. Life Response is a known
phenomenon, not the capacity to
evoke a Life Response. Still it is not
totally unknown in life.
Extraordinarily courageous people
say, "Well, I have never been let
down". Optimistic persons, when
their hopeless project comes round,
say, "I know it will come round." It
can come round to anyone who
relies on the Spirit.

INTRO TO LIFE RESPONSE
(by Sri Karmayogi)



Life Response is practiced to convert
human life into divine life. To know each
value of ours very well and convert it into
Mother's value is a step that will set Life
Response into its right context.

- Sri Karmayogi
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Theme of the 
Month –

State of 
“Beingness”

One of the poises of 
the Supreme 
Consciousness is 
“Silent Witness” to 
the world. I.e. just 
observing its 
Creation; "Being." 

We too can take that perspective
through various inner means, -- such
as Non-Reaction, Non-Blaming, and
Silence of Thought and Action, -- each
of which can attract sudden good
fortune; i.e. the most positive
conditions from life.

Beingness & Life Response 
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Theme of the Month –

The State of “Beingness”

Not Speaking

Not Complaining

Not Blaming

Not Reacting

Equality of  Being
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We are always engaging with life.

Normally we observe what is taking place, and are
constantly reacting to it.

But in a state of Silent Witness, of “Beingness”, we are still;
we do not react. We simply observe, without judgment. Yet
we take it all in.

And yet we have seen that when an individual remains still
and does not react to the intensities of life -- such as
another's anger directed toward him -- good fortune tends
to follow.

Or to put it another way, practicing the art of “Non-
Reaction” rapidly attracts positive conditions from life.

At least once, Life Response should

reveal itself as the full abundance

of the whole plane of Life into our

own life. - Sri Karmayogi

Non-Reaction Power



Mark started his career as an

account manager for Software

Spectrum. He was responsible

for closing multi-year, third-

party software contracts, and

he had just taken over the US

Bancorp account as a client.

During a meeting, two

managers from US Bancorp

told Mark in no uncertain tones

that Spectrum was US

Bancorp's worst vendor. Till

then, Spectrum had only

earned 10% of US Bancorp's

software business, about

$100,000.

Learning of his client's serious

dissatisfaction, Mark did not

react. He decided instead to

reverse the situation in the

coming year.

Over the next several months,

Mark did extensive internal

research and conducted

personal interviews to discover

what his clients expected from

their business relationship.

He asked lots of questions about

their challenges & goals for the

coming year. As he got to know

the client better, he always

asked how he might be able to

help each person with his job.

Within 9 months of consistent

face-to-face communication,

the attitude of the US Bancorp's

officials towards Spectrum

completely changed. They said

that Spectrum had become one

of the best companies they

worked with in the software field.

By not reacting to the negative

feedback given by the

customer, Mark converted the

objection into an opportunity to

build trust with the customer. He

increased his company's market

share to 90% and increased

sales from $100,000 to over $2.2

million with US Bancorp.

Not Reacting to Negative of Customer 
Opens Door to Vast Opportunity

-9-

Non Reaction – Case Study
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As soon as you accept a difficult situation with good cheer,

it immediately gets reversed.

Example: A man was asked to begin a class very early in the

morning. It seemed to be asking too much. Yet he reacted

positively in all respects.

A moment later, the class was scheduled by the client with a

much more moderate starting time. It was the life response

result of practicing calm and equality of being in a difficult

situation. It is what we normally mean by the term

"Equanimity," but with a positive "Life Response" twist!

Equanimity Power



A great Power of “Beingness” is SILENCE

-Silence in our thoughts  (mental)
-Silence in our emotions (vital)
-Silence in our speech, actions (physical)

When we restrain ourselves and take to 
Silence in any of these ways, Life Responds!

LET’S EXAMINE EXAMPLES OF EACH …

-11-
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One evening several years ago, I was on
my way home from a 2-day presentation I
had given in San Francisco. Because it was
rush hour, the train was stuffed with
people, making it uncomfortable for
everyone, including myself -- especially
since my legs now ached from several
days of standing in front of an audience.
In addition, I sensed a particularly
negative vibration in the train that
seemed to add to the strain.

A minute later, my “inner guide”
suggested a different approach. Rather
than bother with the turbulence on the
outside, why not empty my mind of all
thoughts. And so I relaxed, closed my
eyes, and let the world disappear. In a few
moments, all thinking stopped and I found
myself staring into a block of white
emptiness. It was a most relaxing and
soothing meditative experience that
lasted five or ten minutes.

When we arrived at the next station,
there was an announcement that a less
crowded train was two minutes behind.

When I heard the
message, I quickly
got up, exited the
train, and waited
on the platform
for it to arrive.

Interestingly, I noticed that when my
own crowded train pulled away, few of
the other passengers had taken up the
conductor’s offer -- meaning that I was
practically all alone in the station. It was
an eerie yet wonderful feeling, as there
was now so much quiet and empty space
around me.

Several minutes later, the next train
arrived as advertised. I then hopped on
board, looked around, and noticed that it
was almost empty -- an extremely rare
occurrence during the rush hour. I then
found a comfortable seat and enjoyed a
wonderfully relaxing commute home.

In this episode, life on the outside
quickly responded to my inner effort of
mental silence. When I decided to stop
thinking about the congestion and
negative atmosphere -- wiping all
thoughts from my mind through a
meditative effort -- life quickly
responded when an announcement was
made of a far less crowded train
following behind.

You could say that the emptiness of
thoughts in my mind attracted a train
that was itself empty.
In any case, it turned out to be the
perfect antidote to a very tense and
difficult situation! -- Roy Posner

Silence in our Thoughts 
(Mental)
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Non-Reaction in the Face of Anger Wins Over Customer

One Friday evening, Betsy received a call from her most important customer. The
customer sounded upset over a discrepancy in his invoice. Betsy was calm and
replied "I am sorry about the discrepancy. I will check into this and get back to you
tomorrow."

The customer continued shouting at Betsy. Betsy did not lose her calm and
promised the customer that she would surely resolve his problem the next day
after collecting the relevant information to rectify the error. Betsy took
responsibility for the situation. She prepared and gathered all the invoices related
to the discrepancy.

Early next morning, she visited the customer and met him in a cheerful manner
without showing any traces of having been scolded by him. The customer
immediately reversed his anger and was very happy at the end of their meeting.

Betsy had not just solved the customer's problem, but she went on to become one
of the customer's favorite salespersons.

By not reacting to the customer’s anger, taking responsibility, and doing what was
necessary, she developed a strong long-term business relationship with this
customer.

Silence in our Emotions 
(Vital)
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Restraint, Silent Will, and the Software Application 

Silently willing something from another, yet not speaking it out, or being over-eager to 

present it, or being overly attached for others' acceptance, soon attracts the original 

intention, and then some. 

A man developed a sophisticated program for his work group. He mentioned it once 

before, and it received a mild positive reaction the first time it was distributed to the 

team. Now he remained silent about further developments in the program. He held back 

from verbalizing to others the improvements he made. He was even reluctant to send the 

program out to others, holding back as much as possible, as he knew the life response 

power of restraint. 

When he did send the new version, he expected little in return, but instead received a 

tremendous positive reaction from his work partner. By restraining one's self and 

practicing Silent Will - i.e. holding back verbalization of one's intent,-

parties that were lukewarm or indifferent now come rushing to 

you with appreciation. 

Silence in our 

Speech/Action
(Physical)



The Power of Silence to Attract
There are a number of other ways to
make life respond. E.g., one way is to
improve yourself -- such as by
acquiring new knowledge about a
subject, or by learning a new skill.
Consider this true story, where one
individual tried to improve his skill,
and got an unexpected life response
result:

A man hadn't had a consulting project
of any substantial size in over half a
year.

He then decided to improve his
professional condition by learning an
important new skill. Within a few days,
he was contacted unsolicited by a
major industrial firm in the Central
Valley of California to do a large
consulting project, his first in nearly
half a year of trying.

Silent Will
In addition to proactively changing
your condition, such as taking to
higher levels of organization, you can
also invoke sudden good fortune by
restraining yourself.

You Can Make Life Instantly Respond! 
(continued from last month…)
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Normally, we believe that taking an action on our part brings about a
corresponding result in life. This is of course true. There is also a secret
knowledge that certain changes in our behavior can instantly evoke good
fortune from the world around us. We call this dramatic phenomenon "life
response.”
Among the factors discussed in the last issue were: Higher Levels of Cleanliness,
Orderliness, and Attention Attract; and The Power of Attitudes to Attract



E.g. rather than expressing a thought
you want to relate to another person,
you can withhold it’s expression,
which will cause the other person to
speak it out shortly after. We call this
inner, mental-restraining approach to
life response, “Silent Will.” Here’s an
example, involving a business
colleague of ours:

A management consultant was
meeting with a high-level executive of
one of the largest companies in the US
in order to secure interviews with top-
level management for a book he was
writing. The executive however
rejected him outright, giving various
reasons why the consultant’s request
could not be heeded. Rather than
respond, the consultant decided to
practice Silent Will, restraining himself
from expressing the reasons why he
believed the executive was in error.

Stunningly, a few minutes later, the
executive completely reversed
himself, and began to express several
reasons why the consultant’s request
was valid!

He then not only acceded to the
interviews, but a long-time business
relationship was forged between
the consultant and that major US
corporation!

When we remain silent in these
situations, we release a solid block
of mental and vital energy into the
atmosphere that others feel
compelled to speak out. In that way,
our intentions are expressed
through another person without
our having to communicate it in the
first place. Such “Silent Will" is but
one of a number of inner powers of
life available to us.

Equality of Being
Another power of silence is that of
“Equality of Being.” If we remain
calm and still when a difficult
situation presents itself, the
problem tends to quickly dissipate.

-16-



One man did not react to the fact that
a client was going to pay a bill in 60
days instead of the normal 2 weeks. A
short time later, he was informed that
in fact the bill had been paid the very
next day via credit card! A 60-day bill
had triune into a 2-day one! That is
the power of remaining still and silent,
practicing equality of being in the
midst of tense or otherwise difficult
situations.

Consecrated Activity
Finally, there is one other inner power
that can attract the miraculous. If we
open ourselves to the spiritual Force
before engaging in an activity,
circumstances will quickly move in our
favor, as life cooperates with us from
all quarters. Here’s an example:

An instructor's class was going very
poorly one morning. Nothing seemed
to go right. He then decided to
consecrate the afternoon session by
offering it to the Higher Power.
Thereafter, every conceivable thing
went smoothly.

In addition, a palpable peace and
richness could be felt in the classroom
throughout the remainder of the day.

Anyone who has experienced the
power of the spiritual Force in action
but once in their lives will be changed
forever.

To download the full document,
Click here: Life Response Center

-17-

http://lrcenter.weebly.com/life-response-articles.html
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CHANGING HABIT, THE ROUTINE 
ATTRACTS
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We have seen that-

if you overcome a routine habit, 

and try to make it fresh,

and somehow different and improved,

life will bring you good or great fortune!

Eg one man, looking for a change of pace, simply

went in a different direction on his walk, and

unexpectedly came upon a bookstore where he found

information that enabled him to perfect his book,

enabling it to become an international success.
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As we see, when we

perform an act in a fresh,

new way, rather than in the

tired old way, life

immediately opens up

before us.

When we get off the dime

and move away from our

physical consciousness that

is fixed and wants to

repeat, we open the portals

of possibility.

It is another wonderful

reminder that every

moment we are offered the

opportunity to break old

habits and quickly attract

the infinite to our doorstep.



For several years, I have been self-
publishing my books through Lulu
Press, a wonderful online system
that is an alternative to traditional
book production. An author goes to
their website, supplies the
manuscript file, selects a look for
the covers, and Lulu produces a
book template available to the
public. The consumer can then
purchase a volume to order, 1 or
100, and have it shipped within a
few days. It is a major revolution in
the book-publishing field.

For a number of years, I have had
little problems using the service.
Recently, however, I have been
trying to publish a new book and
ran into several problems. The main
one is that when I send my
Microsoft Word file to the site, the
Lulu wizard would not accept it. For
a month, I struggled to get a version
of the file uploaded to Lulu so I
could complete the book publishing
cycle.

Then I recalled that several
associates of mine were using the
Mozilla Firefox web browser instead
of Microsoft's Internet Explorer
browser.

It was something I had never tried
before, nor did I see a reason to. I
sometimes even wondered why my
friends were using it. I heard it was a
little faster, but that did not seem
enough to take me away from Internet
Explorer. In any case, one morning,
frustrated with my lack of success in
uploading my latest book, and not
having gotten a credible response from
Lulu, I decided to change my routine and
download the Firefox browser.

Then I went to the Lulu site and tried
uploading my manuscript through
Firefox. A moment later, I was shocked
to see that not only did my manuscript
file take the first time around, but I was
able to get through all the publishing
steps in record time!

Later in the week, I made further
changes to the manuscript, and was very
quickly able to create a revision at Lulu.

For me, it was a marvel to behold, as
weeks if not months of frustration had
now suddenly ended.

-Roy Posner

CHANGING HABITS, THE ROUTINE ATTRACTS
Author Takes Different Approach with Browser, 

Enabling Self-Publishing of Book
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Science has a partial explanation of
Life Response. Quantum Theory
indicates that two particles on either
end of the universe can instantly
affect one another. If one shifts on
one end of the universe, so will
another on the other side.

This is the phenomenon of
“Entanglement.” This indicates that
when we raise our consciousness,
something nearby or at a great
distance instantly or very quickly
responds in the positive.

Now Quantum physics has gone a
further step, indicating that a change
in the spin of a particle can cause the
response of another at great distance
over TIME. I.e. cause a spin in the
present to effect the second particle
in the Future or the Past.

It is essentially Entanglement across
past, present, and future.

That what I think or feel or do in the
present automatically affects future or
present circumstance; aligning ourselves
with positive developments in both
future and present. It also happens in
the negative (negative life response).

It is another confirmation of Sri
Aurobindo’s cosmic concept
“Simultaneous Time,” which is the
nature of the Reality that we are
capable of experiencing and realizing as
we grow in consciousness and move
toward becoming divine, Supramental
beings.

----

There are gaps in our consciousness that
get filled through the pain of
experience. However, through conscious
growth we avoid the rigors of time, self-
educating ourselves about the nature of
Reality, thereby filling the gaps quickly,
evoking the best of conditions.

It is the Sunlit Path.

Quantum Entanglement and Simultaneous Time
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Saturation of a plane with organization enables
it to evoke a life response. 

- From ‘The Book’ by Garry Jacobs 
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Cleanliness and Orderliness Checklist

Life Response-TIP of the month
When we clean up what is filthy, 

or strewn about haphazardly,  

or otherwise looks unpleasant, 

and then add a modicum of 

orderliness to that effort,         

we generate concentrated 

energies that attract               

fortuitous circumstance,               

such as –

▪ a sudden spurt in sales

▪ a great improvement in 

cash position

▪ an unexpected significant 

opportunity



Attention

It is a basic law of life that

everything -- whether it is a

physical object or a human

being -- responds to greater

attention. Money is no

exception. The best way to

give attention to money is to

account for it accurately and in

a timely manner. Keeping

precise and up-to-date

accounts of money is a

powerful mechanism for

suddenly attracting more of it.

Strategies to Instantly Attract Money 

into Your Life
(continued from last month…)
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-One small business owner

balanced eight months of back

bank statements in a weekend,

and received $5000 from

nowhere the next day.

-An individual noticed that an

idle machine had become run-

down, so he decided to clean

and fix it. Within a few days, a

new work project suddenly

sprung up where this very

machine was required.

Money is a force. It is a concentrated symbol of energy and

power in life. Like all forces in the universe, money obeys

certain universal laws or principles. By understanding those

laws and acting appropriately, we gain a great power over

money, enabling wealth and prosperity to come our way.



The project, using that

machine, became a huge new

source of income for the

business.

Circulation

Like any force, money needs

to move freely in order to

sustain itself. Holding back on

paying, or otherwise hoarding

money, prevents the free flow

of energy, and thus the free

flow of money.

For example, we have seen a

number of instances where

individuals were unwilling to

pay the bills they owed until

they first received payments

of money due to them.

Reversing such an attitude

can bring a sudden abundant

positive response from life.

A programmer, who had little

cash on hand, was unwilling

-25-

to write out checks for current

bills due until he received

money owed him from his

clients. He had been waiting for

a number of days for this

payment to come in. He then

reversed his attitude, and went

ahead and wrote out the checks

for the money he owed anyway.

When he went to pick up his

mail ten minutes later, he was

surprised to discover the check

he had yearned for in his

mailbox.

We have also seen instances

where individuals were

unwilling to spend their current

funds for important necessities.

Even when they had plenty of

cash on hand, they hoarded it,

often because of some

unfounded fear. When they

reversed themselves, life

responded in extraordinary

ways.



-A web site owner was hesitant

to upgrade to a better web site

because of the added expense,

even though he had the

required funds. The web host

provider had suggested the

better site a number of times

in the past.

When the web site owner

finally overcame his reluctance

to spend, he discovered to his

surprise that the web host

provider had suddenly, the day

before begun offering this

better, higher-priced site, at a

cost virtually the same as his

current site!

-There was a man who was

hesitant to spend money on a

deserving friend.
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When he changed his position

and did so, he saw that money

came back to him in the exact

amount he had spent on his

friend!

If you give up such attitudes

and let money circulate, energy

will flow, and life will reward

you with good fortune,

including the constant flow of

money in your direction. This is

proof of the subtle principle of

"inner-outer correspondence";

i.e. life reflects on the outside

your psychological condition

inside within yourself. If you

make your feelings or attitudes

more positive, such as

overcoming an unwillingness to

pay a bill or the hoarding of

money, life on the outside will

respond positively to you in

kind.

(To be continued…)



Each work, project, important activity, etc. comes to us to teach us

a particular lesson, to show us a new way, to garner a new skill or

knowledge, etc. To do the work just as we did the previous ones is

to not take advantage of the lesson life is offering, but rather to

work out of habit, out of routine of the physical consciousness that

merely wants to repeat. A keen mind will perceive that subtle life

lesson as it arises in that particular work or activity, will rummage

it around in our minds, and incorporate it in our storehouse of

insights that we carry forward in our journey of ever increasing life

experience, knowledge, consciousness, and delight.

Further comment: It would be useful to keep a diary or some such

thing, and as we make our way through a work, project, major

activity, experience, problem, etc. write down what Life Lesson we

were presented with, and how we can implement it further in the

future.

Learning the 

Lesson Each 

New Work 

Presents 

-27-
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Roy’s Corner

The other day I mentioned to a friend
that I had once tasted the water near
one of the towns on San Francisco Bay to
determine if it was fresh water or salt
water. I then asked her if she thought the
water was fresh or salty. After all, the
ocean backflows into the Bay, but also
the rivers of California flow into the Bay
and out to the ocean.

I mentioned this issue to my friend only
because, after all these years, this
memory and question had simply
appeared in my mind. We then had a
brief discussion of the nature of the
water that flowed into the delta-like area
astride the town; and then matter was
forgotten.

Two weeks later I opened the local
newspaper on my IPhone, and
immediately saw the dominating
headline "$10 Million Coming to Bay
Area Desalinization Project; But Not On
the Ocean.“

It turned out to be the town of Antioch,
the very one I mentioned to my friend a
week earlier. Please note that there was
no news articles on this topic or any
other discussion I knew of when I
thought of the matter and relayed my
memory to my friend. Never had I
discussed the issue, nor had seen any

articles or reports of such had come to
my attention. And now here a week later
was an article directly addressing the
issue I had thought of from out of the
blue a week earlier.

How can this happen? Perhaps there is a
vibration of these circumstance floating
about, originating in events in the town
(which the news article would later
reveal), which I then picked up through
my "mental receiver" as the contents
were being developed. It then came to
the fore a week later with the public
announcement in the paper,
synchronous with my experience.

Or further perhaps we can say that when 
we are in touch with a higher 
consciousness, or the Mother's 
supramental Force, past, present, and 
future become one thing,                          
eg enabling us to receive in the                           
present intimations of the future. 

These are of course the eternal 
synchronicity and                                    
"Life Response" questions! 

What do you believe?          
mailto:royposner@gmail.com

Water Desalinization Synchronicity

mailto:royposner@gmail.com


http://www.primroseschool.org

Learning

GIIMS (Global Institute of Integral
Management Studies) is a global New Age
management institute based on the
leading-edge, breakthrough education
and spiritual teachings of integral genius
Sri Karmayogi and others.

http://giims.in/

Primrose School, Pondicherry, a
coed day school affiliated with the
CISCE, Delhi. Here learning is a
process of adventure and joy, in a
nurturing environment free of fear
where each child is treated as a
growing mind and soul.

-29-
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Values are like a compass, guiding us 

in the right direction …

…helping us make Life Respond



1. Life does not honor social politeness. It goes by energy

2. The rule is everything expresses everything all the time

3. When man deviates from the path of life, Life takes initiative to keen 
the work on its path

4. Life offers people its Dharma, not Dharma

5. Positive or negative, what one is conscious of comes to fruition not 
according to his wishes, but according to the rules of Life

6. Life gives some news; others opportunities; still others the 
accomplished results.  To the rare few Life offers the total Power that 
accomplishes

7. Life delivers its Good consciously through the unconscious human 
instrument

8. Life, like Mother, gives you more than one ignorantly asks for; in full 
positive atmosphere

9. The infinity is in the infinitesimal

10. Perfection in life makes it Divine Life.

- from ‘Pride & Prejudice commentaries’ by Sri Karmayogi
(To be continued…)

Truisms of Life 
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MOTHER'S FRAGRANCES
"Pure incense, with lovely,

intoxicating scents, that can

evoke deep peace and

richness in the atmosphere. I

believe Mother's Fragrances

are the best in the world:

quality-wise and spiritually.”

https://www.facebook.com/Mothersfragrances/

Consciousness of Managers, 

and Business Success 

Many problems in a small or large

business can be attributed to the

limited views - attitudes, habits,

beliefs, values - of its principals.

If that individual(s) identifies and

changes only one significant one,

life's conditions will suddenly right

themselves or new opportunities

will quickly appear from out of thin

air.

Business tip!

-32-
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According to Life Response principles, we 

should embrace opportunities that come our way, 

That come of their own accord. If we consciously or 

unconsciously reject them, then we would

seriously lose out in life.

In Jane Austen’s ‘Pride & Prejudice’ novel/film, Mr. Collins came to Mr. Bennet’s 

house out of goodwill. He also proposed to Elizabeth, by which Mr. Bennet’s family 

had the opportunity to preserve their Longbourn estate. It was an opportunity from 

life, yet Elizabeth rejected that proposal. Nevertheless, she was not affected by it, 

and also later gained the Pemberley estate. How to reconcile this two realities?

Please send your entries to: royposner@gmail.com

Learning Life Response 
Through Literature & Films

TEST YOUR LIFE RESPONSE 

ANALYZING SKILLS!!!
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The Journey

(a novella by Roy Posner)

A man encounters a
strange woman on the
shores of San Francisco
Bay, beginning an
adventure that takes him
to five continents in search
of the meaning of
Excalibur, a computer that
is able to make life
suddenly respond outside
itself, defying the laws of
logic, and space and time.
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LIFE 
RESPONSE 
VIDEOS

Click here

To download, visit-

Life Response Center

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbiclXPTnod93kcdS7D9sDA/videos?disable_polymer=1
http://lrcenter.weebly.com/uploads/2/7/1/0/27100343/thejourney.pdf


Life Response Books by 

Roy Posner

Click here to download free 

PDFs of Life Response books
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http://lrcenter.weebly.com/life-response-books.html


Feedback/suggestions/questions 
Please contact us:

Life Response Center
royposner@gmail.com
Ph: (001) 925-283-1146

Life Response Center
We are dedicated to spreading the word about the
phenomenon of "Life Response”. Please visit us and
download books on Life Response, view articles, watch
videos and evoke Miraculous Response in your Life!

http://lrcenter.weebly.com/
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See Us on Facebook!

Click here

mailto:royposner@gmail.com
http://lrcenter.weebly.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/425992074101670/

